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Sammanfattning 
 
När du bygger en spelnivå kan du inte realistiskt alltid placera varje objekt 
manuellt, antingen på grund av speldesignen för miljön eller på grund av miljöns 
storlek. Målet för denna avhandling var att undersöka hur automatisk nivå 
generering fungerar och används i spelbranschen, och att utveckla en 
grundläggande prototyp för en nivå generator som kan bygga ett enkelt rum med 
hjälp av givna parametrar och ett bibliotek av objekt. I den första delen av 
rapporten beskriver jag en del av spel generatorernas historia, syfte och 
funktionalitet, liksom några av de problem som skapas då man använder ett 
automatiserat system som rörelsemöjlighet och visuellt tilltalande. Sedan 
beskriver jag hur jag tillämpade nämnda principer och utvecklade prototyp 
nivågenereratorn som ett pythonskript som importerar objekt från ett 
objektbibliotek och arrangerar dem till ett rum baserat på de angivna 
parametrarna som krävs för spelet Ettero. 
 

Abstract 
 

When building a game level, you cannot realistically always place each and every 
asset manually, either because of the game design or the shear scope of the 
environment. The goal for this thesis was to research how level generation 
works and is used in the game industry, and to develop a basic prototype for a 
level generator that could build a simple room using given parameters and an 
asset library. In the first part of this report I describe some of the history, 
purpose and functionality of level generators as well as some of the issues that 
that comes with using an automated system such as traversability and visual 
appeal. I then describe how I applied said principles and developed the 
prototype level generator as a python script that imports assets from an asset 
library and arranges them into a room based on the given parameters required 
for the game Ettero.   
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Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
Ettero is a game where the player fights their way up a tower by moving through 
hundreds of rooms slowly moving level by level until they reach the very top. 
Creating each one of the rooms one by one manually would take far too much 
time for a small team of artists to be a viable strategy and reusing the same 
couple of rooms would become repetitive for players, so I have been tasked to 
develop the base for a scripted tool to begin to automate the process.   
 

1.2 Background 
The gaming industry is constantly growing and evolving to fill an increasing 
consumer demand for bigger and better gaming experiences, which in turn 
demands more and more content that need to be created by the graphical artists 
at a shorter and shorter timeframe. Large parts of the artists’ time and effort 
during game development is spent creating assets and placing them into the 
game world/level, by creating and utilizing scripts and tools to help make the 
often repetitive process of building levels more automatic and effective more 
time can be spent on adding the final polish and details on the assets and overall 
level design 
 

1.3 Question formulation 
 What is automatic generation? 

 How can you automatically create environments?  

 When is using a parameterized workflow advantageous or 
disadvantageous?  

 

1.4 Purpose 
The purpose of my research and prototype development is to learn about how 
parameterization and automatic level generation is used is the game industry 
today and how it may be implemented for a simple game. The focus will lie in the 
creation of game environments semi-automatically based on given parameters 
and with the help of a modular asset library.  
My goal is then implement some of the relevant and commonly used principles in 
to create a prototype for a tool that can be used to create the walls of the rooms 
in a current game project by Studio Kaos.  
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2 Theory 
 
The following is the accumulation of the research done before the production of 
the room generator prototype started. It is based of published papers dealing 
with different aspects of automatic generation, as well as online articles and 
videos made by game developers where they discuss how parameterized 
generation has been used in their games. This research has then been used as a 
base and a reference when designing the underlying functionality in my own 
room generator.    
 
In order to play a game, you need an environment to play it in, this environment 
is often called a level or a game world. Depending on the game the environment 
can have extremely varying complexity, from a relatively simple limited area in 
games such as Nintendo’s super Mario franchisees side scrolling, 2D platform 
levels [4] to vastly complex and interconnected open world games such as 
Bethesda's 1996 game The Elder Scrolls II: Daggerfall, which boasts a "land mass 
twice the size of Great Britain." Building each of these levels and the plethora of 
other possible worlds requires very different design principles and approaches. 
 

2.1 Level Building 
In order to play a game, an environment in which to play in necessary. Each 
games environment has to be tailored to that specific game to both properly 
fulfill the functions of the gameplay and to be visually appealing and fun [1]. Level 
building is the design and creation of each game environment by artists, 
programmers and game designers with a mix of manual and automatic tools and 
programs.  
 

2.2 Automatic generation  
Automatic procedural generation is a partly random method of creating models, 
textures, levels and animation based on algorithms and a set of rules as opposed 
to creating each one manually. The biggest advantage of automatic generation is 
the large amount to content that can be created and the ability to dynamically 
adapt and randomize gameplay. [1] 
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2.3 Modular Assets 
A modular asset or object is one that is designed to be used multiple times, 
sometimes together with others, to form more complex and varied 
environments. They are used to maximize adaptability and flexibility when 
building levels while minimizing the amount of unique models that needs to be 
created and stored in memory. Modular assets that are designed to be used with 
each other as parts of a larger structure are often created with strict dimensions 
with specified heights, lengths and widths to make sure that they can be properly 
and easily fitted together. Oliveira (2017) further describes in the paper "A 
Primer on Procedural Character Generation for Games and Real-Time 
Applications," how this approach can be further developed and used to create 
more advanced assets and characters using a variety of systems to seamlessly 
join meshes together into a single unit or altering existing assets to generate 
diversity. [6]     
 

2.4 Parameterized model building 
One way that large amounts of content can be generated is by using parameters 
to diversify models, instead of spending months manually creating hundreds of 
completely unique buildings or reusing a handful of different ones to populate a 
city it can be more efficient to manually create modular house parts, such as 
different doors, walls and roofs, and then use an automated tool with parameters 
like house width, depth or number of stories to generate unique variations of 
individual houses while saving both time and computing resources without 
compromising the games aesthetic by repeating the same asset. This approach 
can and is used for far more than houses; it can be used to create vegetation, 
roads and even characters in games such as Maxis the Sims. 
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Image showing three different houses built using the same modular parts[I] 
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2.5 Asset libraries 
An asset library is a way to order and manage a large number of assets. Assets 
are usually sorted into subcategories by type, use or other relevant traits so that 
artists, programmers and tools can quickly and easily find and use the correct 
asset. Well-ordered asset libraries are the key to managing large amounts of 
models, textures, animations, sound files and etc. which is crucial to any game 
but especially to those which use some type of automatic generation as the 
generation tools often depend on precisely ordered lists to import and use 
objects. In "The game asset pipeline,"(2010) Rémi Arnaud describes the vital role 
asset libraries has in making sure the assets are delivered in the right form at the 
right place with the massive number of artists and developers needed to create a 
modern high-budget game. [7]  
 

2.6 Scripting 
Scripts are used to automate tasks and execute commands instead of having a 
human execute them manually one-by-one. This is especially useful when it 
comes to repetitive tasks such as importing and placing each brick in a wall, a 
script can instead import each brick from an asset library location and then place 
each of the bricks in the correct position using algorithms. This can make a task 
that for a human would take hours happen in mere seconds. Multiple scripts can 
also be used in conjugation with each other to execute more complex tasks. [8] 
 

2.7 Generating a World 
As game worlds grow in both size and complexity and players demand more and 
more content to fill them, automatic generation are becoming a far more 
common solution in more types of games. The endless amount of possible 
dungeons in blizzard’s Diablo series, the variable map layout in strategy games 
like Civilization and the infinitely vast game world in games such as Minecraft 
and Dwarf fortress are all only possible because of automatic generation [1]. In 
some games the environment and areas are generated quasi randomly for each 
new game session. This variation can give the games potentially infinite replay 
value, especially in games which would otherwise get repetitive and rote as 
players could memorize exactly where things such as obstacles, enemies and loot 
would appear, removing a lot of the challenge and engagement.  
The algorithms used to generate levels and worlds operate in a not completely 
random fashion, they work by placing objects and areas according to rules set by 
the level designer. Rules can be about how large or small rooms can be, the 
number of enemies that can exist in any given area, which enemies can appear 
and how they behave, where and what loot and objects appear and whatever else 
the game needs to function as a fun and engaging experience. To create 
interesting environments, generators will also often have additional or 
completely separate rule sets depending on the game location or actions of the 
player such as different amounts and types of resources appearing in different 
environmental zones and stronger challenges appearing as the player gets 
stronger, this is often a crucial part of making the game fun and engaging by 
varying gameplay and creation novel experiences to drive the player forward.   
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But automatic generation is not for every game. All of these intricate rules and 
conditions that are a necessary part of level generation means that there are no 
one size fits all method that always works, and even games with similar 
gameplay and environments will need novel solutions to deal with their 
problems and specific tasks. Some games, such as Blizzard’s 2016 team based 
first person shooter Overwatch and Valve’s famous puzzle-platforming game 
Portal, needs highly intricate and balanced levels for their gameplay to be 
functional and engaging and in those cases it might be advantageous to have 
dedicated artists working on building, designing and playtesting each level by 
hand rather than spending huge amounts of time and effort into trying to invent 
and build a tool that can handle such delicate tasks, as no automatic process has 
yet to be developed that can completely replace or even perfectly mimic a good 
human designer, but for games which boasts larger, less precise or more 
randomized experiences a purpose built generator or even individual tools can 
give the artists and designers far more freedom and adaptability in their design. 
Often the best solution can be a mixture of both automatic creation and direct 
human design, with some aspects, areas or situations that are created manually 
with more control and others that are generated procedurally [2].     
Producing a game is not a linear process, often all that exists when level 
designers, artists and others start working is basic overall concepts and 
gameplay elements which will have to be tweaked, tested, rewritten and redone 
during production. To create a good final experience it is extremely valuable to 
have flexibility to adapt and repurpose work when changes are made, having a 
dedicated artist spend a weeks or more on placing trees and foliage in a forest is 
a massive loss of not only time and recourses but will also drive everyone crazy 
once the level designers have to remove them all in favor of a road or village for 
the sake of new gameplay, if you were instead to spend those recourses on 
developing a tool that dynamically places the forest according to given 
parameters the terrain could be smoothed, moved and regrown according to 
design rules and  different layouts could be tested, reiterated and approved with 
minimal loss of valuable time and labor during production.  
Developing an automatic generator, even a relatively simple one, is extremely 
time consuming and expensive so it is important to carefully weigh to pros and 
cons in regards to the game you wish to create before committing to building you 
own tool or engine.  Procedural generation often works on a theory of scale, 
building a generator to create a single level will rarely be worth the cost and time 
of producing the generator, but if you need to create hundreds of levels or 
massive game worlds the generator might end up saving the production both 
time and resources in the long run.  
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It is often advantageous to test all of the mechanics on a hand crafted level first 
before deciding to build an automatic generator so that the ruleset that the 
generator should use can be fixed in place ahead of time. Aspects of the game like 
how much content that is needed in each area or if the game is more defendant 
on tight or open spaces are often important to know when first planning how the 
generator should reiterate and think when creating an area, testing the game 
does also reveal a lot of intricacies in which sub rules are needed in each of the 
different environments to create the most engaging gameplay. The testing levels 
that is created can also be used as a reference for the quality checking workflow 
by giving the program a point of comparison when it comes to things such as 
object clustering and difficulty variation, one enemy placed on an open area 
might not be too difficult for an inexperienced player, but one placed in every 
room of a dungeon can quickly increase the difficulty significantly[3], even if each 
encounter is no more challenging from an objective standpoint, so by creating a 
frame of reference with a given difficulty to play test and compare to you can 
decrease the amount of unintended challenges and smooth the challenge curve 
into something more desirable.  
As procedural generators are most often used in such a massive scale, manually 
playing and searching each end every area for errors and fun gameplay is 
practically impossible. So a good quality checking algorithm is needed. The level 
quality checking fundamentals are the original level generation rules set in the 
beginning, the quality checker can be made to search for deviations from the 
given rules such as rooms that are a different size than are allowed or enemies 
that spawn in illegal locations, if any such rule breaking incidences are found 
they can then be removed or re-randomized according to protocol. Not all 
problems and edge cases in different games are as easily found so each quality 
control algorithm must be created and trained to find the particular unique 
problems that each unique procedural generator may produce. Often the quality 
control is one of the most difficult but overlooked aspects of any generator, but 
they are vital for a functional final product.         
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2.8 Visual Appeal 
One part of level design that I have yet to bring up is also one of the most 
difficult, visual appeal. Games are in essence mainly a visual medium and 
everyone wants the games they make and play to look great, with good color 
palette, composition and object density, but this can be one of the hardest things 
for a computerized generator to pull off. Humans are pattern and anomaly 
finders by nature and anything that is “off” can be very noticeable, one or two 
odd quirks or glitches can be forgiven by a player, but if the game itself looks bad 
most players will not want to spend any great time playing it.  
Uneven visual density refers when the amount of objects and details in an area 
becomes uneven or unappealing placed, and it is one of the most common issues 
that can be created when generating an environment [5]. Areas with too low 
visual density for the area it is trying to portray will look empty and dull, but 
areas with too much information will be cluttered and confusing. The visual 
density of objects and information must be balanced too each specific 
environment, a room containing only one or two pieces of furniture and nothing 
else will look abandoned and unlived in, so the density of visual objects must be 
higher if you want a believable depiction of somewhere lived-in, but if the room 
contains to many objects scattered around haphazardly the room will be messy 
and hard to navigate. In contrast to a room a desolate desert will naturally 
contain limited visual detail and creating the same amount of visual detail as in 
the room will make the scene unrealistic to a player. But simply making a rule 
about the exact amount of objects that can be placed in each environment is not 
enough, if the amount of visual detail is the same in all areas, the environment 
will become repetitive and boring so areas with different intensity of visual and 
information density must be mixed for an appealing result.  
Other issues are the screen composition, color matching and repetition of assets. 
Choosing and placing objects in such a way that the overall composition of the 
scene looks good from any direction, that all of the colors and patterns are 
matching each other without making the scene to saturated or bleak depending 
on the desired mood and also managing the amount of noticeable repetition of 
assets is incredibly difficult and solved differently between different games, 
some focus on making assets that all have matching color schemes and with 
generic enough designs that they can be placed closely together without causing 
a feeling of repetitiveness, two objects such as bushes or generic coffee cups will 
not be too noticeable even if they are placed close together, but if the same 
family picture is placed in every bookshelf in every house it can be quite 
distracting, so most artists will create a combination of semi-unique assets such 
as statues that will only be used sparingly and generic/modular assets which can 
be extensively reused. But even with the most advanced quality control and 
indicate rulesets, an automatically generated environment will rarely be just as 
appealing as a personally designed environment.   
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Image of a handmade promotional level from the game no man sky[iI]. 
The flora and fauna has been carefully placed and chosen to match and 
complement each other and the sky has been given a complementary green to 
make the environment pop and help the red be more visually interesting.  
 
 
 
 

 
Actual in game screenshot of an automatically generated environment from the 
game no man sky. [III]  
The colors are far blander and more unappealing than those on the hand crafted 
level and the general lack of contrasting colors and shapes makes the 
environment feel flat and uninteresting, the limited number and variation of 
plants and other features also makes the area seem repetitive. Even if both 
screenshots use the same asset library the final results can be vastly different.   
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3 Metod 
Creating a Room Generator 

3.1 Tools and programs used 
 
Autodesk Maya 2016  
A 3D modeling program widely used in the industry to create models and 
animation for video games, animated films and special effects. I have used Maya 
for its advanced modeling capabilities, its common use within the game 
development pipeline and its native python scripting environment with 
maya.cmds which allows you to use Maya’s core MEL commands within a python 
script.  
 
Charcoal Editor for Maya 2016  
Charcoal editor is a plug-in for Autodesk Maya created by Chris Zurbrigg, that 
has increased functionality in comparison to the native Maya Script Editor, such 
as auto-save on execution, smart indenting and Syntax highlighting.  
 
Unity 5 
Unity 5 is a free and widely used game engine that is popular with game 
developers. It was chosen based on its user friendliness and availability.  
 
Python scripting language 
Python is a widely used high-level programing language that is highly flexible 
and often used for scripting. I chose to use python for its native support in 
Autodesk Maya and for its beginner friendliness and supportive online 
community.    
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3.2 Building the Walls 
As all of the levels in Bloodlines/Ettero uses square rooms that are then 
randomly assembled into a unique floor plan inside of unity I decided to start by 
creating a script to automatically assemble a room based on given parameters 
with optimal doors that could be automatically placed if needed.  
 

   
An empty room with three doorways created by my script in Autodesk Maya[IV] 
 
The current game design requires rooms which are 64 by 64 units wide and 
surrounded by walls that are 16 units, 8 units and 4 units wide with doorways in 
the center that are 8 units wide. The doorways are placed in the center of the wall 
to allow each room to fit with the others.   
I began development by using placeholder geometry consisting of cubes that 
where created and then moved into the desired y-axis position using a simple 
polyCube() command and the move function native to Maya. 
 

  
[V] 
 
The cubes were then arranged into a solid wall or a wall with a door in the center 
using two seperate dedicated functions that I created based on the design 
requirements.  
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The createWall() function takes the floor width, length of the walls and which of 
the four possible walls it is as parameters. It then places one wall segment one 
after the other until no more walls would fit along the edge of the floorplate, it 
then rotates the wall around the origin of the scene 90 degrees for each wall 
created to place the walls around the edge of the room.  
For the walls with the doors in the center the math becomes a bit more 
complicated. The design requires that a 16 unit, 8unit and 4 unit wall segment is 
placed on each side of the door with a doorway piece placed in the center.   
To build all four walls at once, I have a created a buildWalls() function that uses a 
for loop that sends a call for either the createWall or createWalldoor function 
randomly using a randrange module.  
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Functions used to build the walls[VI] 
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3.3 Importing Assets 
To import the assets that form the room I use a basic asset library consisting of a 
hierarchy of folders with a parent folder for all objects which contain a series of 
subfolders for different types of objects such as floorplates, wall segments and 
doorways, which in turn contains further subfolders for the different dimension 
variants, there are for example separate folders for wall segments with a four 
unit width, eight unit width and sixteen unit with so that my script can easily 
import a wall segment of the correct size to avoid overlap or gaps.  
I have created a getFile(): function that takes the width of the imported object, 
the file type, the file directory path to the asset directory and the object type; 
getFile(8, 'obj', 'C:/AssetLib/','Door') would import a door with a width of eight 
units from C:/AssetLib/Door/Door_8/door_8_1.obj. 
Because of a known issue when importing FBX files with python in Autodesk 
Maya I had to create an additional function, rFBX(): that used Python’s mel.eval, 
a Python interpreter for Maya’s native mel programing language, to import FBX 
files as reference objects and then convert the references into imported objects 
as a way to bypass the problem. The issue being that Autodesk Maya only allows 
one instance of each FBX file to be imported into the scene at any time.   
 

    
The getfile(): and rFBX(): functions used to import objects[VII] 
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3.4 Creating a GUI 
An easy to use graphical user interface, or GUI for short, is very important if any 
tool is to be used by any number of people in production as even a simple 
parameterized building tool as the one I have created can get extremely 
complicated and confusing to use if each command has to be entered manually at 
the correct place directly in the code.  
My GUI consists of a simple popup window with a text field and browser button 
to input the asset directory file path and a build walls sub menu with four fields 
to input the desired floor width, wall width, door width and the file type to 
import, as well as a toggle to choose if the imported objects should be left as 
reference objects in or imported into the scene. At the bottom of the interface 
there is a button to execute the build the walls script or to cancel the operation.  
 

    
The finished GUI with inputs and the resulting room in the background. [VIII] 
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4 Result 

4.1 Discussion 
 
Automatic generation is a very powerful tool when a lot of content has to be 
produced, but they are very difficult and expensive to produce and their 
randomized nature makes them hard to control precisely.  
Some advantages are: 

 Infinite content means infinite replay value 

 Randomized environments, enemy encounters and loot drops offers 
novel challenges 

 Can be dynamically adjusted to fit player and to adjust the difficulty  

But some disadvantages are  
 Expensive to produce 

 No size fits all solution 

 No direct control of the levels created 

 Difficult to produce 

In the end not all games will be improved by the use of parameterized generation 
but for those that do fulfill the requirements it can be an incredibly powerful 
asset to have available.  
 

4.2 My Room Generator 
The room generator prototype can build a square room using modular building 
segments from a purpose built asset directory. The parameters the script takes 
are the width of the room, the width of the widest modular wall segment, the 
width of the doorway and the file type of the assets to be imported. Ground 
planes, wall segments of varying width and doorways are imported and 
combined randomly from their designated folders, this allows artists to easily 
add new assets into the pipeline by simply submitting the new version to the 
designated folder; this allows designs to be quickly reiterated and the amount of 
modular pieces to be expanded indefinitely. Most of the code, such as the one for 
importing objects, can also be reused for all types of assets. The script also has 
the option to change the directory path with a browse button and chose if the 
modular asset parts are to added as reference objects or imported into the 
working scene. The biggest limitation is that the room generator only builds 
square rooms with the possibility of doorways placed in the middle of the 
sidewall, this is in line with the current level design but it limits the ways in 
which the generator can be used. It also requires strict naming conventions in 
the asset library and unique assets for each room size. 
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4.3 Criticism 
As I am a graphical artist and not a game developer or programmer, I do not have 
a lot of experience in using python or scripting as a whole. This has severely 
limited my ability to incorporate more advanced automatic generation theories 
into my level generator prototype, it has also meant that most of my time during 
development has consisted of learning python and scripting itself with the level 
generator as a goal rather that developing the script itself.  
Finding concrete information on how automatic generators that are in actual use 
in published games has also been difficult, if not impossible, as the tools used in 
game development are often created by the game studio itself and is treated as a 
trade secret as it can give the studio a competitive edge over the competition. As 
such most of my research is based in theoretical papers and automatic 
generators built for test or development purposes.   
   

4.4 Conclusion 
One of my biggest takeaways from this project is how incredibly complex and 
difficult procedural generation is. When I started I thought that doing something 
as simple as building a room with given specifications would be easy and that I 
might even be able to create a full-fledged level generator by the end of my 
internship with studio Kaos. But once I actually started researching and writing 
the script I quickly realized how beyond my experience such an endeavor was 
and focused on putting the basic theories of level generation into practice to 
produce a simpler tool that incorporated some of the general principles used 
when building a procedural generator.   
The tool as it is now will have very limited usage in an actual game pipeline but 
works as a basic prototype and I have gained a lot of experience with the 
procedural generation pipeline and have learned more about scripting in a 
couple of weeks that I knew before starting this project as a 3D artist rather than 
a programmer, this deeper knowledge and understanding will probably be 
extremely valuable when working together with programmers in the future and 
can help me evolve as part of a team.  
Being an artist rather that a programmer, scripting has not been the focus of my 
education so this has been very challenging for me, if I had chosen to write about 
a more artistic subject I would have been able to produce a more polished 
product but in the end I am happy with my choice as the huge amounts I have 
learned would probably not have been possible If I had been working with 
something with which I have more previous knowledge.   
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